
Justin Rose is a very deserving US Open champion.  One thing he did so well down the stretch was eliminate the huge 

right miss which so many great players have show up under major championship pressure.  Pictured below is a 

screenshot from Trackman, a Doppler radar system Justin Rose and 16 of the other top 20 players in the world turn to 

for ball flight and club delivery analysis.   

 

We are going to examine a few numbers.  The blue circle represents club path and the red circle represents face angle 

(these are also represented in the picture of Justin with a blue line being club path and red arrow being face angle).  

Let’s define a few of these terms first.   

Club Path-The direction the center of the golf club is moving through impact.  Club path is measured slightly prior to 

(approx. 2 inches) and immediately following impact.  Club path is always measured in relation to the target line.  A club 

path traveling perfectly down the target line would be 0 on Trackman, a club path which is positive would be to the right 

and a club path which is negative would be to the left (for a right handed player).  Club path is responsible for the 

curvature of the golf ball.   

Face angle-The direction the clubface is pointing when the ball is impacted.  A face angle of 0 would be square, a face 

angle which is positive would be open and one which is negative would be closed.  Face angle is always measured in 

relation to the target line.  Face angle is responsible for 75% of the golf ball’s starting direction with an iron and 85% of 

the golf ball’s starting direction with a driver, fairway wood or hybrid (this is assuming center contact)  

Launch Direction-The golf ball will always launch between the face angle and club path but always closer to face angle.  

This is measured in relation to the target line.   

Face to path-The difference between face and path.  In this example it is 3.4-1.3=2.1 Face to path dictates which the ball 

will curve and how much.   



In this example, Justin Rose has a club path of positive 1.3 degrees (blue line in picture) and a face angle of positive 3.4 

degrees (red arrow in picture).  We are going to examine this shot and explain how the ball finished 97 feet right of 

target.    

In order to curve the ball back towards the target and avoid the big right miss the club face needs to pointing 

somewhere between the target line and the club path.  If in this case Justin’s clubface was a positive 0.5 degrees, the 

ball would have drawn softly back towards his target.  However, his clubface was 3.4 degrees to the right (2.1 degrees 

farther to the right than his club path).  As we learned in the definition of face angle and club path, with an iron face 

angle is responsible for 75% of the ball’s starting direction (launch direction for this shot=3.0 degrees to the right) and 

club path is responsible for creating curvature.  Therefore, since his clubface was pointing farther to the right than his 

club path, the resulting shot is a ball which starts well right of target and continues to move right the farther it travels.  

This is indicated by the face to path (yellow circle).  A positive face to path (assuming center contact and calm playing 

conditions) will always result in a ball which moves to the right (fade/push) and a negative face to path will always result 

in a ball which moves left (draw/pull).   

To avoid this big miss and play your best golf under pressure, remember the following.   

1) Face Angle for the most part is responsible for where the golf ball starts 

2) Club Path for the most part is responsible for creating curvature 

A great rule of thumb is to always make sure you return the club face as closely to square as possible to insure a ball 

which starts on or close to the target line.  If the ball is starting on target but curving well to the right (club path=too far 

to the left/negative), try and feel your back stay to the target longer to encourage a club path more out to the right.  

Conversely, if the ball is curving well to the left but starting on target, try and feel your right shoulder covering the golf 

ball to encourage a club path more to the left.  Keep in mind this is always assuming center contact.  Gear effect takes 

place as soon as the center of the club face isn’t struck.   

For more on how to better understand Trackman visit the Trackman section of my website 

www.scottsackett.com/trackman, follow me on twitter at @Scott_Sackett or like Scott Sackett Golf on facebook 

www.facebook.com/scottsackettPGA.   
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